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Abstract A new research area, Inductive Logic Programming, is presentlyemerging. While inheriting various positive characteristics of the parent subjectsof Logic Programming and Machine Learning, it is hoped that the new area willovercome many of the limitations of its forebears. The background to presentdevelopments within this area is discussed and various goals and aspirations forthe increasing body of researchers are identi�ed. Inductive Logic Programmingneeds to be based on sound principles from both Logic and Statistics. On theside of statistical justi�cation of hypotheses we discuss the possible relationship be-tween Algorithmic Complexity theory and Probably-Approximately-Correct (PAC)Learning. In terms of logic we provide a unifying framework for Muggleton andBuntine's Inverse Resolution (IR) and Plotkin's Relative Least General Generali-sation (RLGG) by rederiving RLGG in terms of IR. This leads to a discussion ofthe feasibility of extending the RLGG framework to allow for the invention of newpredicates, previously discussed only within the context of IR.Keywords: �Learning, logic programming, induction, predicate invention, inverseresolution, information compression1 IntroductionBefore evaluating the present developments in Inductive Logic Programming it isworth briey reviewing the inter-related histories of deductive and inductive logic.



1.1 Deductive logicAlthough logic has been studied since the time of Aristotle's Prior Analytics it wasonly during the 19th and early 20th centuries that theoreticians such as Boole andFrege transformed it into a rigorous mathematical science. During the present cen-tury a school of philosophers, known as logical positivists, have promoted the viewthat logic is the ultimate foundation not only of mathematics but of all sciences.According to this view, every mathematical statement can be phrased within thelogical language of �rst order predicate calculus and all valid scienti�c reasoning isbased on logical derivation from a set of pre-conceived axioms. Logical positivismwas provided with powerful ammunition by G�odel's demonstration [9] that a smallcollection of sound rules of inference was complete for deriving all consequencesof formulae in �rst order predicate calculus. Much later Robinson demonstrated[34] that a single rule of inference, called resolution, is both sound and completefor proving statements within this calculus (see Appendix A). For the purposesof applying resolution, formulae are normalised to what is known as clausal form.Robinson's discovery was of fundamental importance to the application of logicwithin computer science. Throughout the early 1970's Colmerauer and Kowalski[17] were instrumental in the development of the logic based programming lan-guage Prolog. Prolog statements are phrased in a restricted clausal form calledHorn clause logic. All computations within Prolog take the form of logical proofsbased on the application of the rule of resolution. Since its inception Prolog hasdeveloped into a widely used programming language [3, 41] and was chosen as thecore language for Japan's Fifth Generation Project. Prolog's development has alsospawned the rigorous theoretical school of Logic Programming [20].1.2 InductionDespite the self-evident success of logical deduction, a certain question has croppedup time and again throughout its development. If all human and computer rea-soning proceeds from logical axioms, then where do logical axioms proceed from?The widely accepted answer to this is that logical axioms, representing generalisedbeliefs, can be constructed from particular facts using inductive reasoning. In turn,facts are derived from the senses. The history of inductive reasoning interacts withevery development of its deductive counterpart. In ancient Greece inductive rea-soning played a key role in Socrates' dialectic discussions. These are described inPlato's Crito. In these discussions concepts were developed and re�ned using aseries of examples and counter-examples drawn from every day life. In the seven-teenth century Bacon in the Novum Organum gave the �rst detailed descriptionof the inductive scienti�c method. From the eighteenth century onwards, methodsdeveloped originally for predicting the outcome of games of chance developed intothe mathematical discipline of Statistics. In turn, Statistics went on to have acentral role in the evaluation of scienti�c hypotheses.In 1931, a year after G�odel's previously mentioned completeness result, G�odel[12] published his more famous incompleteness theorem. According to this theorem



Application No. of Development Maintenance Inductive ToolsRules (Man-Yrs) (Man-Yrs/Yr)MYCIN medical 400 100 N/A N/AdiagnosisXCON VAX computer 8,000 180 30 N/Acon�gurationGASOIL hydrocarbon 2,800 1 0.1 ExpertEase andseparation Extran 7systemcon�gurationBMT con�guration 30,000 9 2.0 1st Class andof �re-protection RuleMasterequipment inbuildingsFigure 1: Expert systems built with and without use of inductionPeano's axiomisation of arithmetic, and any �rst order theory containing it, is eitherself-contradictory or incomplete for the purposes of deriving certain arithmeticstatements. This discovery prompted Turing to attempt to show [42] that problemsconcerning incompleteness of logical theories could be overcome by the use of anoracle capable of verifying underivable statements. Turing [43] later came to believethat G�odel's incompleteness theorem required that intelligent machines be capableof learning from examples.Various logical positivists including Carnap [5] have developed statistical theo-ries for con�rming scienti�c hypotheses posed in �rst order logic. Although Plotkin[31] in the 1970's and Shapiro [37] in the 1980's worked on computer-based induc-tive systems within the framework of full �rst order logic, most successes within the�eld of Machine Learning have derived from systems which construct hypotheseswithin the limits of propositional logic. The major successes here have been in thearea of inductive construction of expert systems (see [27]). The properties of variousexpert systems are given in Figure 1. The �rst two, MYCIN [38] and XCON [10]were built using hand-coding of rules. The second two, GASOIL [39] and BMT [15]were built using software derived from Quinlan's inductive decision tree buildingalgorithm ID3 [32]. It should be noted that the inductively constructed BMT is byfar the largest expert system in full-time commercial use. From the perspective ofsoftware engineering, it is also worth noting the sizeable reductions in developmentand maintenance times for inductively constructed systems. It seems likely thattechnologies based on inductive inference will play an increasingly important rolein future software development.



1.3 Shortcomings of present inductive systemsAlong with the successes of this technology, the following limitations are now be-coming apparent.� Restricted representation. Propositional level systems cannot be usedin areas requiring essentially relational knowledge representations. Theseareas include temporal reasoning, scheduling, planning, qualitative reasoning,natural language and spatial reasoning. Problems also occur in other areasinvolving arbitrarily complex structural relationships such as prediction ofprotein folding and DNA gene mapping.� Inability to make use of background knowledge. Human inductivereasoners make use of vast amounts of background knowledge when learning.Inductive algorithms such as ID3 use only a �xed set of attributes attachedto each example. Explanation-based learning (EBL) [22] attempted to over-come this limitation by rede�ning the learning problem. In EBL hypothesesare constrained to being those derivable from background knowledge. Sincebackground knowledge is rarely complete in applications, this constraint isnow generally believed to be over-restrictive.� Strong bias of vocabulary. Present inductive systems construct hypothe-ses within the limits of a �xed vocabulary of propositional attributes. Anincreasing amount of Machine Learning research [24, 28, 1, 44, 35, 16, 19]is concerned with algorithms capable of inventing auxiliary predicates wheninsu�cient background knowledge is provided.2 Inductive Logic ProgrammingA growing body of researchers have started to work on problems of inductive rea-soning within the con�nes of pure Prolog. In this paper the phrase Inductive LogicProgramming is used to describe this research area, formed at the intersectionof Logic Programming and Machine Learning. In line with its parent subjects itwould seem likely that the area will subdivide into three related strands of research:theory, implementation and experimental application. While model-theoretic se-mantics [20] and PAC-learning [8] theory are likely to be inuential, neither seemtotally adequate for the problems involved. The general goals of research for suchan area should be to produce a widely used technology with a �rm theoreticalfoundation. Ideally a uniform theory, such as that behind Logic Programming willemerge.2.1 Past and present researchIn his thesis Plotkin [31] laid the foundations for much of the present activity.Plotkin did not restrict himself to Horn clause logic. This is hardly surprising



given that logic programming had not yet come into existence. His major con-tributions were 1) the introduction of relative subsumption, a relationship of gen-erality between clauses and 2) the inductive mechanism of relative least generalgeneralisation (RLGG). Plotkin's main theoretical result was negative. This wasthat there is in general no �nite relative least general generalisation of two clauses.His implementation of RLGG was thus severely restricted. This negative resultof Plotkin's prompted Shapiro [37] to investigate an approach to Horn clause in-duction in which the search for hypotheses is from general to speci�c, rather thanPlotkin's speci�c to general approach. Shapiro also investigated a technique calledalgorithmic debugging. Given a Prolog program which is either incomplete, incor-rect or non-terminating, Shapiro's system diagnoses which clause is faulty and thenreplaces that clause.Both Plotkin and Shapiro managed to prove that their learning systems couldidentify �rst order theories in the limit, according to Gold's de�nition [13]. Nowa-days Valiant's de�nition of PAC-learning [14] (see Section 3.4) is generally agreedto provide a better approach to identi�cation than Gold's methodology. However,PAC methods have largely been applied to propositional-level learning and have asyet to be demonstrated capable of dealing with inductive learning in full �rst orderlogic. It is also worth noting that despite the identi�cation in the limit guaranteesfor Plotkin's and Shapiro's systems, both were very ine�cient and were in practiceonly demonstrated on very limited problems.Sammut and Banerji [36] describe a system called MARVIN which generalises asingle example at a time with reference to a set of background clauses. At each stagea set of ground atoms F representing the example are matched against the body ofa background clause H  B. The matching facts B� are replaced by H� within F ,where � is a ground substitution. This was the sole generalisation operation used.The method was demonstrated on a wide set of problems. Muggleton and Buntine[28] later showed that Sammut and Banerji's generalisation operation was a specialcase of inverting a step in a resolution proof. A set of more general constraintswere derived, and two related operations were named the `V' operators (see Section4.1). Another pair of operators (`W'), also based on inverting resolution, wereshown to be capable of \inventing" predicates which were not available within thebackground knowledge (Section 5.1). Banerji [1], Wirth [44] Ishizaka [16], Lingand Dawes [19] and Rouveirol and Puget [35] have also described related methodsfor \inventing" new predicates. However, although predicate invention has beendemonstrated on large scale problems within a propositional setting [24, 25] this isnot yet the case for any �rst order learning systems.Recently Quinlan [33] has described a highly e�cient program, called FOIL,which induces �rst order Horn clauses. The method relies on a general to speci�cheuristic search which is guided by an information criterion related to entropy.Quinlan sees his approach as being a natural extension of ID3 [32]. He notesthat the search can be highly myopic, and is unable to learn predicates such aslist-reversal and integer-multiplication.Attempts have been made recently by Buntine [4], Frisch and Page [11] andMuggleton and Feng [29] to �nd ways around Plotkin's negative RLGG results.



Domain Clause No. of No. of atomsexamples in backgroundQualitative state(la:A/B,lb:C/D,fab:E/B,fba:F/D) 169 5408modelling deriv(la:A/B,fba:F/D),(U-tube) deriv(lb:C/D,fab:E/B),minus(la:A/B,lb:G/D,[]),minus(la:G/B,lb:C/D,[]).Temporal bus voltage(0,TimeA)  131 3584reasoning asr switch 1(Val,TimeA),(satellite relay a011(0,TimeA),power successor(TimeC,TimeA),supply) insunlight(Val,TimeC).Protein alpha(Prot,Pos)  1612 4185folding ...position(Prot,Pos,Res),hydrophobic(Res),less hydrophobic(Rminus4,Res),less hydrophobic(Rplus1,Res),...Figure 2: Clauses built by Golem in real-world domainsUsing a Horn clause framework Buntine tried restricting the model of the back-ground knowledge to being a �nite depth Herbrand model. The approach hadlimited success due to the complexity of constructed clauses. Frisch and Page havetried restricting the hypothesis language to being a strictly sorted logic with moresuccess. Muggleton and Feng [29] apply a \determinate" restriction to hypotheses.By this it is meant that there is a unique choice of ground substitution for everyresolution involved in the refutation of any ground goal using the hypothesisedclause. Muggleton and Feng's learning program, Golem, has been demonstrated[29] to have a level of e�ciency similar to Quinlan's FOIL but without the accom-panying loss of scope. Although predicates such as list-reverse, integer-multiplyand quick-sort were reported in [29], the following section provides some details ofreal world applications of Golem.2.2 Real-world domainsA great deal of research has been invested in inductive logic programming algo-rithms. A general feeling is emerging that it is time to move on from the toy worldsof arch building and list and number theoretic predicates. Figure 2 shows variousclauses developed as part of ongoing real-world application projects using Muggle-ton and Feng's [29] Golem. The �rst clause represents a qualitative model of aU-tube, developed in a collaborative project between the author and Ivan Bratko.



The clause was built using Kuipers' [18] theory of qualitative reasoning as back-ground knowledge, encoded as 5408 ground atoms. The clause relates the levelsof the two water surfaces, la and lb to the directions of ow fab and fba. Variousqualitative relationships concerning the derivative of ow (deriv) and relationshipsbetween the signs (minus) of various qualitative values were discovered by Golem.In the second clause, constructed by Feng for a satellite application, a simpletemporal relationship was discovered. The clause predicts the bus voltage at TimeA on the basis of various relay and switch values together with whether the satel-lite's solar panels are in sunlight. Simple temporal reasoning is achieved by the useof a time variable associated with each predicate.The third clause was developed in collaborative work being carried out betweenthe author and Ross King. In this clause a particular amino acid residue position(Pos) within a protein (Prot) is predicted to be part of a secondary structureknown as an alpha-helix (alpha). The clause takes into account whether the residue(Res) at position Pos is hydrophobic, i.e. water rejecting. It also compares thehydrophobicity of Res to that of the residues at positions four before (Rminus4)and one after Res.Each of the clauses in Table 2 were constructed in under 30 seconds on a Sparc-Station330, and each involved the use of relatively large amounts of foreground andbackground information.The application areas of qualitative model construction, construction of tem-poral models and protein structure prediction are ideally suited to inductive logicprogramming techniques. However, the author believes these are only a foot in thedoor of a new world of untried application areas for induction.3 Theoretical foundationsIn this section we discuss issues concerning the theoretical foundations of inductivelogic programming. De�nitions from logic can be found in Appendix A. This sectionserves as a basis for the discussion of inverse resolution and relative least generalgeneralisation within the following sections.3.1 GeneralityThe relationship of generality between formulae can be de�ned as follows.De�nition 1 Formula A is more general than formula B if and only if A j= Band B 6j= A.This de�nition imposes the lattice shown in Figure 3 on the set of all formulae. InLogic Programming terms the top of the lattice is the empty clause (or 2) and thebottom of the lattice is the empty program (or ). In�nite ascending and descendingchains exist within the lattice. Ascending chains can be constructed by conjoiningformulae. Conversely, descending chains can be constructed by disjoining formulae.The notion of relative generality of formulae will be used in the discussion ofinductive inference in the next subsection. Relative generality is de�ned as follows.



De�nition 2 Formula A is more general than formula B relative to formula C ifand only if C ^ A j= B and C ^ B 6j= A.Formulae are partitioned into a set of equivalence classes using the following de�-nition.De�nition 3 Formula A is logically equivalent to formula B if and only if A j= Band B j= A.This de�nition suggests general-purpose methods for �nding redundancy withinformulae. ThusDe�nition 4 Clause C is redundant within logic program P ^ C if and only ifP ^ C is logically equivalent to P .Logic programs can be reduced by removing all redundant clauses using theoremproving. AlsoDe�nition 5 Literal l is logically redundant within the clause C _ l in the logicprogram P ^ (C _ l) if and only if P ^ (C _ l) is logically equivalent to P ^ C.Maher in [21] discusses a number of di�erent notions of equivalence for logic pro-grams including that of De�nition 3. See also Buntine [4] and Niblett [30] for adetailed discussion of generality.3.2 A general setting for inductionIn the general inductive setting we are provided with three languages.LO : the language of observationsLB : the language of background knowledgeLH : the language of hypothesesThe general inductive problem is as follows: given a consistent set of examplesor observations O � LO and consistent background knowledge B � LB �nd anhypothesis H 2 LH such that B ^H ` O (1)As such, the problem is under-constrained. Usually, LO is required to contain onlyground literals. This still leaves a very unconstrained choice for H. Often H isrestricted to being a single clause. This is the case for Plotkin [31] and Shapiro [37]though not the case in Muggleton and Buntine [28] in which predicate inventionintroduces a set of clauses. H can be constrained to be the most general hypothesisrelative B as in Shapiro [37] or the least general relative to B as in Plotkin [31].Alternatively, H can be chosen to be that which produces the maximum informa-tion compression of O relative to B as in [26]. The choice of which constraint toapply is necessarily tied to our notions of justi�cation of hypotheses.



3.3 Inductive inference and justi�cationAs already stated, inductive inference involves the use of background knowledge toconstruct an hypothesis which agrees with some set of observations according torelationship (1). Clearly such a form of inference is not sound in the logical sensesince H does not necessarily follow from B and O. In the worst case there couldbe an in�nite number of contending hypotheses all of which �t the relationshipshown above. For this reason we require some additional non-logical constraint tojustify any particular hypothesis. In the 1950's Carnap [5] and others suggested\con�rmation theories" aimed at providing a statistical underpinning to the prob-lem of inductive inference. Various di�culties and paradoxes were encounteredwith these approaches which meant that they were never applied within machinelearning programs [23].3.4 PAC-learningOne popular machine learning approach to the problem of constructing highly prob-able hypotheses is the PAC (Probably Approximately Correct) model of learningproposed by Valiant [14]. According to Valiant's model a learning agent is notconcerned with constructing an exact concept de�nition. Instead we choose a classof hypotheses that we would like to be able to deal with. We are then given a set ofexamples of the target concept. The cardinality of this example set must be at mosta polynomial function of the size of the vocabulary used in constructing hypotheses.A class of hypotheses is PAC-learnable whenever we can guarantee with high prob-ability that an arbitrarily chosen hypothesis which is consistent with the exampleswill agree with most subsequently presented examples. This has been shown tobe possible when various constraints are placed on the hypothesis language. Forinstance, one such constraint involves placing a constant bound k on the allowablesize of conjunctions within a boolean DNF concept description (called k-DNF). Ina recent paper Dietterich [7] showed that for the purposes of learning DNF propo-sitional descriptions the class of PAC-learnable concepts is highly restricted. Thereare 22m di�erent boolean functions of m input values. However, Dietterich showson the basis of general Valiant-learnability results due to Ehrenfeucht, Haussler etal [8] that given n examples at most O(2nm) of these functions are PAC-learnable.Dietterich [7] expresses concern over these results since it would seem that inductivelearning algorithms must be restricted to searching highly constrained hypothesisspaces. This might be taken to suggest that it is not worth straying from propo-sitional logic as a hypothesis language, since it is not even possible to PAC-learnthe whole class of propositional descriptions.3.5 Information compressionThe following observation defeats this line of argument. Given n examples of aconcept, consider the class of boolean hypotheses which imply these n examples,but whose minimal DNF description length is less than the description length of theexamples. Since each example is de�ned in terms of m input values and one output



value, the description length of the examples will be n(m + 1) bits. However, atmost 2n(m+1) di�erent hypotheses are describable in n(m + 1) bits. Note the closesimilarity between this upper bound and that given by Dietterich. This seems toprovide at least strong circumstantial evidence for the belief that the class of PAC-learnable hypotheses is the same as the class of hypotheses which are textually lesscomplex than the examples on which they are based. For the purposes of referencewe will call this the PAC-Information-Compression-Equivalence (PICE) conjecture.This conjecture, if true would have a number of desirable side-e�ects. Firstly, thetextual simplicity of examples relative to a given hypothesis is easy to measure.Secondly, it is relatively straightforward to interpret textual compression within anyformalism, be it propositional logic, �rst-order logic or context-free grammar rules.Thirdly, this would bring the PAC-learning model into line with other approachesdeveloped from algorithmic complexity theory [40, 6, 2] and Bayesian statistics.According to Bayes' Law Pr(HjO) = Pr(H):P r(OjH)Pr(O)If we treat bit-encoded descriptions as though they were the outcome of repeat-edly tossing an unbiased coin, the prior probability of a string of bits s of length lis simply 2�l. Now by taking logs we can rewrite Bayes' Law in information termsas follows. I(HjO) = I(H) + I(OjH)� I(O)where I(X) represents the minimal encoding length of X. For the probabilityPr(HjO) to approach 1, I(HjO) must approach 0, in which case I(H) + I(OjH)must be at least as great and approximately equal to I(O). Although the minimalencodings I(H) and I(O) have a clear interpretation, one might ask what themeaning of I(OjH) should be in terms of logic. The natural interpretation that wechoose here is that I(OjH) is the minimal encoding of the derivation or proof ofO from H. This interpretation has been shown to give good results elsewhere [26].Note that this interpretation also has the desirable side-e�ect of discriminatingagainst hypotheses which require very long proofs to derive the examples on whichthey are based, thus nicely combining the notions of space and time complexity ofhypotheses in terms of a single information measure.4 The relationship between IR and RLGGIn this section we review and extend Muggleton and Buntine's [28] Inverse Reso-lution (IR) techniques leading to a uni�ed framework for IR and Plotkin's RLGG.



4.1 The `V' operatorsFigure 4 is a diagrammatic representation of a resolution step. Resolution derivesthe clause at the base of the `V' given the two clauses on the arms. In contrast, a`V' operator derives one of the clauses on the arm of the `V' given the clause onthe other arm and the clause at the base. In Figure 4, the literal resolved on ispositive (+) in C1 and negative (-) in C2.Note that within any logic program containing C1 and C2, C is redundantaccording to De�nition 4. Other clauses within the background theory may also bemade redundant by the addition of C1 or C2 to the growing theory. It is the abilityto discard redundant clauses that allows these operators to simplify and compacttheories (see section 3.5).The absorption operator constructs C2 given C1 and C. Conversely, the con-struction of C1 from C2 and C is called the identi�cation operator. Together theseoperators are called the `V' operators.In [28] the `V' operators are derived as a set of constraints from the followingequation of resolution (see section A.3).C = (C1 � fl1g)�1 [ (C2 � fl2g)�2 (2)where l1 is a positive literal in C1, l2 is a negative literal in C2 and �1�2 is themgu of :l1 and l2. Muggleton and Buntine [28] base the algebraic manipulationrequired to produce constraint equations for the `V' operators on a number ofassumptions. Among these is the assumption that the clauses (C1 � fl1g)�1 and(C2�fl2g)�2 contain no common literals. This they call the separability assumption.The separability assumption will be avoided in this paper. Instead we develop theconstraints necessary for most speci�c `V' operators.4.2 Most speci�c `V' operatorsWith reference to equation (2), let C10 be (C1 � fl1g)�1 and C20 be (C2 � fl2g)�2.Thus C = C10 [ C20. Also let D = C10 � C20. Thus C20 = C � D or rather(C2 � fl2g)�2 = C �D. Rewriting this we getC2 = (C �D)��12 [ fl2g (3)Now, since �1�2 is the mgu of :l1 and l2, we know that :l1�1 = l2�2 and thusl2 = :l1�1��12 (4)Substituting (4) into (3) we getC2 = (C �D)��12 [ f:l1g�1��12= ((C �D) [ f:l1g�1)��12 (5)For Horn clauses the choice of l1 is unique since it is a positive literal, and istherefore the head of C1. However, it should be noted that given C and C1 equation



(5) represents a whole range of possible solutions. These depend on the choice ofD, ; � D � C10, the choice of �1 and the choice of ��12 . However, given �1 and ��12there is a unique most speci�c solution for C2. Thus with D = ; we getC2 = (C [ f:l1g�1)��12 )Again there is a range of solutions dependent on our choice of �1 and ��12 . However,if we are interested only in most speci�c solutions we can choose ��12 to be empty aswell. Any other assignment produces a more general clause. Using C2# to denotethe most speci�c solution for the absorption operator we getC2# = (C [ f:l1g�1)Note that �1 can be partly determined from C and C1. From equation (2) we cansee that C � (C1 � fl1g�1), i.e. C �-subsumes (C � fl1g) with substitution �1.Thus a substitution �01 � �1 can be constructed by matching literals within C andC1. However, what should be done with variables in l1 which are not in the domainof �01? In fact, we are free to apply any substitution to these variables, since �1 ispart of the mgu of :l1 and l2 and we are not given l2. The problem can be avoidedby assuming that every variable found in l1 is found in some other literal in C1. Inthis case �01 = �1 since �01 is constructed by matching all literals within (C1 � fl1g)with literals in C. The constraint that all variables in the head (l1) of a backgroundclause (C1) be found within the body of the clause (C1�flg) is used by Muggletonand Feng [29] for construction of RLGG's. They call a logic program containingonly such clauses syntactically generative and prove that all atoms derivable usingresolution are ground. If we apply the stronger constraint that every variable inevery background clause must be found in at least two literals we can, using thesame reasoning as above, show that the most speci�c solution for the identi�cationoperator is C1# = (C [ f:l2g�2) (6)For the purposes of this paper we use the phrase weakly generative in place of Mug-gleton and Feng's [29] syntactically generative. The phrase strongly generative isused to describe sets of clauses in which every variable in every clause is foundin at least two literals of that clause. Note that for every application of the un-restricted absorption operator C2 �-subsumes C2# with substitution �2. Similarlyfor every application of the unrestricted identi�cation operator C1 �-subsumes C1#with substitution �1.4.3 The function VnWe now give a function which describes the set of most speci�c clauses that can beconstructed by iterative application of the `V' operators. The function Vn(P;C) :GenerativeLogicPrograms�Clauses! ClauseTheories is de�ned recursively ina manner analogous to Robinson's function Rn(P )



V0(P;C) = fCgVn(P;C) = Vn�1(P;C) [ f(C 0 [ f:lg�) : l 2 C1;2 2 P andC 0 2 Vn�1(P;C) and (C1;2 � flg)� � C 0gThe closure V�(P;C) is simply (V1(P;C) [ V2(P;C) [ : : :). Note that Vn(P;C)contains not only all the most speci�c absorptions but also all the most speci�cidenti�cations to depth n. In fact, the de�nition of Vn does not require that P bea logic program. The de�nition works equally well when P is an arbitrary set ofstrongly generative clauses.Theorem 6 Completeness of Vn wrt. linear derivation. Let fD1; : : : ; Dk�1gbe a subset of the clauses in the strongly generative logic program P . Let C bethe resolvent of the linear derivation (D1 � (D2 � : : : (Dk�1 � Ck) : : :)) where (X � Y )represents a resolvent of the clauses X and Y and Ck 62 P . For every such linearderivation Vk(P;C) contains a clause Ck# such that Ck �-subsumes Ck#.Proof. Proof by induction on k. Trivial for k = 0. Assume k = i and prove fork = i+1. By the de�nition and inductive assumption V i(P;C) contains Ci# whichis �-subsumed by Ci. Let C = (D1 � (D2 � : : : (Di � Ci+1) : : :)) and Ci = Di � Ci+1where Di 2 P , l is the literal resolved on in Di and � is the mgu in this resolution.By de�nition V i+1(P;C) contains Ci+1#= Ci# [f:lg�. Due to the fact that P isstrongly generative the domain of � is vars(l). Since (Ci+1 � f:lg) �-subsumes theresolvent Ci with substitution � it follows that Ci+1 �-subsumes (Ci [ f:lg�) andtherefore Ci+1 �-subsumes Ci+1#. 2Figure 5 illustrates Theorem 6. The depicted linear derivation of C represents(D1 � (D2 � : : : (Dk�1 �Ck) : : :)).As a corollary to Theorem 6 we note that the clause formed by taking theunion of clauses in Vn(P;C) is subsumed by every clause constructed by iterativeapplication of `V' operators to C and members of P .Corollary 7 Most speci�c inverse linear derivation. Let fD1; : : : ; Dk�1g be asubset of the clauses in the strongly generative logic program P . Let C = (D1 � (D2 �: : : (Dk�1 � Ck) : : :)) and Ck 62 P . For every such linear derivation Ck �-subsumesSVk(P;C).Proof. Follows trivially from Theorem 6.4.4 Lgg of inverse linear derivationsSuppose we are given two clause, C and D and told that there is a clause Ck 62 Psuch that both C and D have a linear derivation of depth at most k from Ck and P .From Corollary 7 we know that Ck �-subsumes both SVk(P;C) and SVk(P;D).Plotkin [31] investigated the lattice that �-subsumption de�nes over the set ofall clauses. He de�nes the least general generalisation (lgg) C of two clauses D1and D2 as being the greatest lower bound within the clause lattice induced by �-subsumption and describes the following method for constructing lggs. The lgg ofthe terms f(s1; ::; sn) and f(t1; ::; tn) is f(lgg(s1; t1); ::; lgg(sn; tn)). The lgg of theterms f(s1; ::; sn) and g(t1; ::; tn) where f 6= g is the variable v where v represents



this pair of terms throughout. The lgg of two atoms p(s1; ::; sn) and p(t1; ::; tn)is p(lgg(s1; t1); ::; lgg(sn; tn)), the lgg being unde�ned when the sign or predicatesymbols are unequal. The lgg of two clauses C1 and C2 is fl : l1 2 C1 and l2 2 C2and l1 has the same sign and predicate symbol as l2 and l = lgg(l1; l2)g.Thus the least general solution for Ck is simply the least general generalisationof SVk(P;C) and SVk(P;D).Theorem 8 Lgg of inverse linear derivations. Let fE1; : : : ; Eig and fF1; : : : ; Fjgbe subsets of the strongly generative logic program P . Let C =(E1 � (E2 � : : : (Ei �Ck) : : :)) and D =(F1 � (F2 � : : : (Fj � Ck) : : :)) where Ck 62 P , k � i and k � j. Forevery such pair of derivations Ck �-subsumes lgg(SVk(P;C);SVk(P;D)).Proof. Follows from Corollary 7 and Plotkin's de�nition of lgg. 2Figure 6 illustrates the linear derivations of C and D from the common clause Ck.Example 9 The following is a simple example illustrating the construction of thelgg of two inverse linear derivations.Let C2 = has wings(X)  bird(X)C 02 = has beak(X)  bird(X)P = fC2; C 02gC = has wings(penguin)  D = has beak(penguin)  k = 1Thus V0(P;C) = fhas wings(penguin)  gApplying equation (6) to C and C2, with l2 = :bird(X) and �2 = fX=penguing we getSV1(P;C) = has wings(penguin), bird(penguin)  Applying equation (6) to D and C 02, with l2 = :bird(X) and �2 = fX=penguing we getSV1(P;D) = has beak(penguin), bird(penguin)  Ck �-subsumes lgg(SV1(P;C);SV1(P;D)) = bird(penguin)  Letting E1 = C2 and F1 = C 02 we get C = (E1 �Ck) and D = (F1 � Ck) as expected.From the example it should be noted that [Vk(P;C) and lgg([Vk(P;C);[Vk(P;D))are not necessarily Horn clauses.4.5 Relative least general generalisationIn this subsection we describe the relationship between Plotkin's RLGG and the lggof inverse linear derivations of the previous subsections. Let P be a logic programand C and D be two Horn clauses. The relative least general generalisation of Cand D, rlggP (C;D) is the least general clause within the �-subsumption lattice



for which P ^ rlggP (C;D) ` C ^ D where rlggP (C;D) is used only once in thederivation of C and D.This de�nition corresponds almost entirely to lgg(SVk(P;C);SVk(P;D)). Theonly di�erences are that SVk(P;C) and SVk(P;D) only take account of linearderivations of C and D with respect to P and the depth of derivation is limitedto k. However it is well known that linear derivation is sound and complete. Inthe case of the depth parameter k, Muggleton and Feng [29] describe a method forconstructing RLGG's that uses a parameter h in the same way as k is used here.Theorem 10 Equivalence of RLGG and lgg of inverse linear derivations.Let P be a logic program and let C and D be Horn clauses. rlggP (C;D) =lgg(SV�(P;C);SV�(P;D)).Proof. The theorem follows from the de�nitions of rlggP (C;D) and lgg(SV�(P;C);SV�(P;D)).2Obviously, the clause lgg(SV�(P;C);SV�(P;D)) can be in�nite. Plotkin [31]showed that rlggP (C;D) can be in�nite even when logically reduced. Note how-ever that whereas Plotkin intended the reduced RLGG to be the hypothesis, withinMuggleton and Buntine's [28] IR framework the most compact consistent clausewhich subsumes lgg(SVk(P;C);SVk(P;D)) will be chosen. A similar approach isfound to be essential within Muggleton and Feng [29], since RLGG clauses can bevery large, even when reduced using De�nition 5.5 Predicate inventionIn the last section we described a uni�ed framework covering both RLGG and IR.However, in Muggleton and Buntine's [28] description of IR a salient feature wasthe invention of new predicates. Predicate invention within the IR framework iscarried out using the `W' operators. In this section we review `W' operators anddiscuss a method of incorporating a generalised `W' operator into the combinedIR-RLGG framework.5.1 The `W' operatorsBy combining together two resolution `V's back-to-back we get a `W' of the formshown in Figure 7. Assume that C1 and C2 resolve on a common literal l within Ato produce B1 and B2 respectively. The `W' operators construct the clauses A, C1and C2 given B1 and B2. In the intra-construction operator l is assumed negativewhile in the inter-construction operator l is assumed positive. Note that since thecommon literal l in A is resolved away, the clauses A, C1 and C2 can contain aliteral with a predicate symbol not found in B1 and B2. It is in this sense that anew predicate is invented by the `W' operators. From equation (2) we getBi = (A� flg)�A;i [ (Ci � flig)�C;iwhere i 2 f1; 2g and �A;i�C;i is the mgu of :l and li. Thus (A � flg) �-subsumeseach clause Bi. Clearly one possible solution is that (A�flg) = lgg(B1; B2). With



this choice �A;i can be constructed by matching (A� flg) with the correspondingliterals of Bi. Muggleton and Buntine make the assumption that each Ci is a unitclause, i.e. Ci = fligand thus Bi = (A� flg)�A;iThey then construct a literal containing the variables in dom(�A;i). Assuming �C;iis empty gives Ci = f:lg�A;iand A = lgg(B1; B2) [ flg (7)5.2 Generalised `W' operatorsA more general form for the `W' operators is shown in Figure 8. In this case `W'forms the crown of a pair of inverse derivations of B1 and B2. Note the similarityto Figure 6. Equation (7) thus becomesA = rlggP (B1; B2) [ flgAs in the intra-construction operator we assume that l is negative. The most spe-ci�c solutions for �A;i will be found as a bi-product of the formation of rlggP (B1;B2).Thus the only choice is that of the variables and terms from rlggP (B1; B2) whichwill appear in l. This is not an easy choice since rlgg's can contain many literals,terms and variables. We leave this as an open problem for further investigation.6 ConclusionInterest in inductive logic programming has increased substantially in the last fewyears. There now seems to be a new technology emerging which is capable of dealingwith a wide number of application areas (see Section 2.2). Such a technologyrequires a uniform underlying theory in order to be successful in the same way asLogic Programming. The discovery of a common framework for IR and RLGG(section 4.5) is one step in this direction. Surprisingly both approaches demandthat the logic programs involved be generative (see [29] and Section 4.2), but forindependent reasons. It is rather intriguing that IR and RLGG should converge inthis way since RLGG was based initially on the idea of inverting uni�cation whileIR is based on inverting resolution.The IR-RLGG framework has a distinct advantage over the use of the `V' op-erator in Muggleton and Buntine [28]. Whereas Muggleton and Buntine's method



requires heuristic search to choose which `V' operator to apply, the new approachconstructs a unique solution for multiple `V' operations without recourse to search.Other systems such as Quinlan's FOIL [33] also use heuristic search. The disad-vantages of heuristic search are not only that it can be ine�cient, but also thatsolutions can be missed due to local minima in the search space. These problemsare avoided within the new IR-RLGG framework.Rouveirol and Puget [35] describe an operator called saturation which carriesout multiple `V' operations. There is a clear relationship between the saturationoperator and the function Vn (Section 4.3). The de�nition of [Vn can be seen asa formalisation of the saturation operator. Also Wirth [44] describes a method inwhich he takes the lgg of a number of `V' operations. Wirth's method is a specialcase of lgg([V1(P;C),[V1(P;D)).Although the generalised `W' method described in Section 5.2 seems promising,it needs much further investigation. For instance it might seem natural to devisea Wn operator along the lines of the Vn function. Clearly we are in need of astronger formal framework for predicate invention. This should be tightly coupledwith the IR-RLGG framework.Finally, the author believes that work should be done on applying PAC-learningtheory to inductive logic programming. A possible starting point might be thePICE conjecture of Section 3.5.With the promise of solid theoretical foundations to come, Inductive Logic Pro-gramming has the potential of a very exciting future.Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Wray Buntine, Cao Feng,Michael Bain and Donald Michie for their helpful discussions and advice. Thiswork was carried out at the Turing Institute and was supported by the EspritBasic Research Action project ECOLES and the IED's Temporal Databases andPlanning project. The author is presently supported by an SERC post-doctoralfellowship.A De�nitions from logicA.1 Formulae in �rst order predicate calculusA variable is represented by an upper case letter followed by a string of lower caseletters and digits. A function symbol is a lower case letter followed by a string oflower case letters and digits. A predicate symbol is a lower case letter followed bya string of lower case letter and digits. The negation symbol is: :. A variable is aterm, and a function symbol immediately followed by a bracketed n-tuple of termsis a term. Thus f(g(X); h) is a term when f , g and h are function symbols and Xis a variable. A predicate symbol immediately followed by a bracketted n-tuple ofterms is called an atomic formula. Both A and :A are literals whenever A is anatomic formula. In this case A is called a positive literal and :A is called a negativeliteral. The literals A and :A are said to be each others complements and form,in either order, a complementary pair. A �nite set (possibly empty) of literals is



called a clause. The empty clause is represented by 2. A clause represents thedisjunctionof its literals. Thus the clause fA1; A2; :::Ai;:Ai+1; :::g can be equivalentlyrepresented as (A1 _ A2 _ :::Ai _ :Ai+1 _ :::) or A1; A2; ::  Ai; Ai+1; :::. A Hornclause is a clause which contains exactly one positive literal. The positive literalin a Horn clause is called the head of the clause while the negative literals arecollectively called the body of the clause. A set of clauses is called a clausal theory.The empty clausal theory is represented by . A clausal theory represents theconjunction of its clauses. Thus the clausal theory fC1; C2; :::g can be equivalentlyrepresented as (C1 ^ C2 ^ :::). A set of Horn clauses is called a logic program.Apart from representing the empty clause and the empty theory, the symbols 2and represent the logical constants False and True respectively. Literals, clausesand clausal theories are all well-formed-formulae. Let E be a w� or term. vars(E)denotes the set of variables in E. E is said to be ground if and only if vars(E) = ;.A.2 Models and substitutionsA set of ground literals which does not contain a complementary pair is called amodel. Let M be a model, C be a clause and C be the set of all ground clausesobtained by replacing the variables in C by ground terms. We say that M is amodel of C if and only if each clause in C contains at least one literal found in M .M is a model for clausal theory T if and only if M is a model for each clause in T .Let F1 and F2 be two w�'s. We say that F1 semantically entails F2, or F1 j= F2 ifand only if every model of F1 is a model of F2. We say that F1 syntactically entailsF2 using I, or F1`IF2, if and only if F2 can be derived from F1 using the set ofdeductive inference rules I. The set of inference rules I is said to be deductivelysound and complete if and only if F1`IF2 whenever F1 j= F2. In this case we candrop the subscript and merely write F1 ` F2. Let F1 and F2 be two w�'s. We saythat F1 is more general than F2 if and only if F1 ` F2. A w� F is satis�able ifthere is a model for F and unsatis�able otherwise. F is unsatis�able if and only ifF j= 2.Let � = fv1=t1; ::; vn=tng. � is said to be a substitution when each vi is avariable and each ti is a term, and for no distinct i and j is vi the same as vj.The set fv1; ::; vng is called the domain of �, or dom(�), and ft1; ::; tng the rangeof �, or rng(�). We use lower case Greek letters to denote substitutions. Let E bea well-formed formula or a term and � = fv1=t1; ::; vn=tng be a substitution. Theinstantiation of E by �, written E�, is formed by replacing every occurrence of vi inE by ti. Every sub-term within a given term or literalW can be uniquely referencedby its place within W . Places within terms or literals are denoted by n-tuples ofnatural numbers and de�ned recursively as follows. The term at place hii withinf(t0; ::; tm) is ti. The term at place hi0; ::; ini within f(t0; ::; tm) is the term at placehi1; ::; ini in ti0 . Let t be a term found at place p in literal L, where L is a literalwithin clause C. The place of t in C is denoted by the pair hL; pi. Let E be a clauseor a term and � = fv1=t1; ::; vn=tng be a substitution. The corresponding inversesubstitution ��1 is fht1; fp1;1; ::; p1;m1gi=v1; ::; htn; fpn;1; ::; p1;mngi=vng. An inverse



substitution is applied by replacing all ti at places pi;1; ::; pi;mi within E by vi.Clearly E���1 = E. Note that an inverse substitution is not strictly a substitutionbut rather a rewrite. Let C and D be clauses. We say that C �-subsumes D if andonly if there exists a substitution � such that C� � D.A.3 ResolutionLet F1 and F2 be two w�'s and � be the substitution fu1=v1; ::un=vng in whichfor every distinct i and j, vi is di�erent from vj. F1� and F2� are said to bestandardised apart whenever there is no variable which occurs in both F1� andF2�. The substitution � is said to be the uni�er of the atoms A and A0 wheneverA� = A0�. � is the most general uni�er (mgu) of A and A0 if and only if forall uni�ers  of A and A0 there exists a substitution � such that (A�)� = A.((C � fAg) [ (D � f:A0g))� is said to be the resolvent of the clauses C and Dwhenever C and D are standardised apart, A 2 C, :A0 2 D, � is the mgu of Aand A0. That is to say that hA�;:A0�i is a complementary pair. The resolventof clauses C and D is denoted (C �D) when the complementary pair of literals isunspeci�ed. The `�' operator is commutative, non-associative and non-distributive.Let T be a clausal theory. Robinson [34] de�ned the function Rn(T ) recursivelyas follows. R0(T ) = T . Rn(T ) is the set of all resolvents constructed from pairs ofclauses in Rn�1(T ). Robinson showed that T is unsatis�able if and only if there issome n for which Rn(T ) contains the empty clause (2).References[1] R.B. Banerji. Learning in the limit in a growing language. In IJCAI-87, pages280{282, Los Angeles, CA, 1987. Kaufmann.[2] C. Bennett. Logical depth and physical complexity. In R. Herken, editor, TheUniversal Turing Machine A Half Century Survey, pages 227{257. Kammererand Unverzagt, Hamburg, 1988.[3] I. Bratko. Prolog for arti�cial intelligence. Addison-Wesley, London, 1986.[4] W. Buntine. Generalised subsumption and its applications to induction andredundancy. Arti�cial Intelligence, 36(2):149{176, 1988.[5] R. Carnap. The Continuum of Inductive Methods. Chicago University,Chicago, 1952.[6] G. Chaitin. Information, Randomness and Incompleteness - Papers on Algo-rithmic Information Theory. World Scienti�c Press, Singapore, 1987.[7] Dietterich. Limitations of inductive learning. In Proceedings of the SixthInternational Workshop on Machine Learning, pages 124{128, San Mateo,CA, 1989. Morgan-Kaufmann.
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Figure 3: The generality lattice for formulae



Figure 4: Single resolution

Figure 5: Linear derivation



Figure 6: Inverse linear derivations of C and D with common Ck

Figure 7: Two resolution steps with common clause A



Figure 8: Generalised `W' operator


